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Colorectal Cancer –
Chemotherapy and Targeted 
Therapy
ERIC VAN CUTSEM, MD, PHD



ASCO GI Abstract 14: Phase II study evaluating trifluridine/tipiracil + bevacizumab and 
capecitabine + bevacizumab in first-line unresectable metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) 
patients who are noneligible for intensive therapy (TASCO1): Results of the final analysis on the 
overall survival. Eric Van Cutsem, et al
Background
> The results of the primary study analysis were reported earlier and demonstrated promising efficacy in terms of progression-

free survival (PFS) and an acceptable safety profile for the combination of trifluridine-tipiracil + bevacizumab (TT-B) vs 
capecitabine + bevacizumab (C-B). Authors presented the final end-of-study analysis on overall survival (OS)

Results

Conclusion
> A delta of 4.64 months was observed between the TT-B and C-B arms. TT-B demonstrated a median OS of 22.31 months 

while the median OS in the C-B arm was 17.67 months. The safety profile of TT-B was consistent with previously reported 
data. Further efficacy data will be obtained from the ongoing phase III SOLSTICE study (NCT03869892)
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ASCO GI Abstract 115: Predicting resistance to first-line FOLFOX plus bevacizumab in metastatic 
colorectal cancer: Final results of the multicenter, international PERMAD trial. Thomas 
Seufferlein, et al 

Background
> In metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC), some patients (pts) do not benefit from antiangiogenic treatments (AT); other pts 

benefit initially, but subsequently develop resistance not only to chemotherapy, but also to AT. Thus far, no biomarkers are 
available to predict resistance to AT. The PERMAD trial aimed to establish a cancer-associated fibroblast (CAF) marker 
combination that enables prediction of treatment resistance of pts with mCRC receiving bevacizumab + modified 5-
fluorouracil (5-FU), leucovorin, oxaliplatin (mFOLFOX6) in a palliative first-line setting ~3 months prior to radiologic 
progression using an omics approach and bioinformatics

Results

Conclusion
> Using advanced bioinformatics, authors identified a CAF marker combination that identifies treatment resistance to FOLFOX 

+ bevacizumab in pts with mCRC 3 months prior to radiologic progression
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ASCO GI 85: PARADIGM study: A multicenter, randomized, phase III study of mFOLFOX6 plus 
panitumumab or bevacizumab as first-line treatment in patients with RAS (KRAS/NRAS) wild-type 
metastatic colorectal cancer. Takayuki Yoshino, et al

Background
> The meta-analysis of subgroup analyses in phase III studies of pts with KRAS exon 2 wild-type mCRC suggested longer OS 

with an anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) monoclonal antibody (mAb) over bevacizumab in pts with RAS wild-
type mCRC or with left-sided primary tumors. However, there have been no prospective studies comparing the 2 mAbs in 
these pt populations. This randomized phase III trial was originally designed to demonstrate the superiority of panitumumab 
vs bevacizumab, both in combination with mFOLFOX6, for RAS wild-type mCRC, but the protocol was revised to analyze 
efficacy in pts with a left-sided primary tumor as the primary (final) analysis

> Results are expected in 2021
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ASCO GI Abstract TPS143: PULSE: A randomized phase II open label study of panitumumab 
rechallenge versus standard therapy after progression on anti-EGFR therapy in patients with 
RAS wild-type metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC). John H. Strickler, et al

Background
> Some studies have suggested clinical benefit from EGFR Ab rechallenge, but there is limited evidence that EGFR Ab 

rechallenge improves survival compared with standard of care (SOC) therapies. Authors hypothesized that cell-free (cf)DNA 
profiling would identify pts appropriate for panitumumab rechallenge, and that these molecularly selected pts would have 
improved survival compared with current SOC therapies. This randomized phase II, open-label study was designed to 
compare the OS of panitumumab rechallenge vs SOC (investigator choice TAS-102 or regorafenib).This study began 
enrollment in June 2020
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ASCO GI Abstract 37: Preliminary safety analysis of phase II open-label NIVACOR trial (GOIRC-
03-2018) in patients with advanced colorectal cancer RAS or BRAF mutated. Angela Damato, et al

Background
> NIVACOR is an open-label, multicentric, Italian phase II trial of 5-FU, leucovorin, oxaliplatin, irinotecan (FOLFOXIRI)–

bevacizumab in association with an anti-programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) antibody, nivolumab, in pts with mCRC. 
Authors report preliminary safety analysis by an independent monitoring committee

Results
> As of December 2020, 48 pts have been enrolled 

Conclusion
> Combination of FOLFOXIRI-bev and nivolumab was generally well tolerated and showed an acceptable toxicity profile. The 

final analysis will be scheduled at the end of enrollment
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ASCO GI Abstract TPS155: A phase Ib/II study of the polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1) inhibitor, 
onvansertib, in combination with FOLFIRI and bevacizumab for second-line treatment of patients 
with KRAS-mutated metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC). Daniele H. Ahn, et al 

Background
> PLK1 is overexpressed in CRC and its overexpression is associated with poor prognosis
> A genome-wide RNAi screen identified PLK1 as a synthetic lethal target in KRAS-mutant CRC cells, inducing cell cycle 

arrest and apoptosis upon inhibition 
> Onvansertib is an oral, highly selective PLK1 inhibitor that demonstrates single-agent and synergistic activity with irinotecan 

and 5-FU in preclinical CRC models. Additionally, KRAS-mutated vs wild-type cells showed higher sensitivity to onvansertib 
> PLK1 inhibition is a potential target in KRAS-mutated mCRC, and the combination of onvansertib + FOLFIRI + bevacizumab 

may provide a new second-line treatment option 
> This is a single-arm phase Ib/II study is to assess the safety and preliminary efficacy of onvansertib in combination with 

FOLFIRI and bevacizumab in the second-line setting for KRAS-mutated mCRC pts
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ASCO GI Abstract TPS146: KRYSTAL-2: A phase I/II trial of adagrasib (MRTX849) in combination 
with TNO155 in patients with advanced solid tumors with KRAS G12C mutation. Joshua K. 
Sabari, et al. 

Background
> KRAS G12C tumor mutations occur in ~3%–4% of colorectal adenocarcinomas 
> Adagrasib (MRTX849) is a specific small-molecule investigational inhibitor of KRAS G12C. Preliminary results from a phase 

I/II study of adagrasib demonstrated promising antitumor activity and tolerability across multiple KRAS G12C tumor types. 
TNO155 is a selective inhibitor of SHP2 with demonstrated inhibition of RTK signaling and significant antitumor activity in 
preclinical models

> Preclinical studies have shown that resistance to KRAS G12C inhibition may be mediated by SHP2-dependent feedback 
loops. The addition of TNO155 to adagrasib may augment antitumor activity and overcome resistance 

> In KRAS G12C human tumor models, adagrasib combined with a SHP2 inhibitor demonstrated greater activity compared 
with each agent alone 

> KRYSTAL-2 is a multicenter phase I/II study evaluating adagrasib and TNO155 in pts with advanced solid tumors harboring 
a KRAS G12C mutation
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ASCO GI Abstract TPS153: MOUNTAINEER: open-label, phase II study of tucatinib combined with 
trastuzumab for HER2-positive metastatic colorectal cancer (SGNTUC-017, trial in progress). 
John H. Strickler, et al

Background
> Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) amplification occurs in ~3%–5% of pts with mCRC
> Tucatinib (TUC) is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) highly selective for HER2 with minimal inhibition of EGFR 
> In pt-derived xenograft models of HER2-positive mCRC, the combination of TUC + trastuzumab (TRAS) showed significantly 

greater antitumor activity compared with either agent alone (Kulukian 2020) 
> The MOUNTAINEER trial was initiated to evaluate the efficacy and safety of TUC in combination with TRAS in pts with 

HER2-positive RAS wild-type mCRC 

Results
> Interim analysis of the initial 26 pts enrolled in MOUNTAINEER demonstrated an objective response rate (ORR) of 52.2% 

(12 partial responses [PRs] in 23 evaluable pts), median duration of response 10.4 months, with median PFS of 8.1 months 
and median OS of 18.7 months (Strickler 2019). On the basis of these results, the trial was expanded to enable better 
estimation of ORR and safety
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ASCO GI Abstract TPS157: An open-label, phase II study of patritumab deruxtecan (HER3-DXd, 
U3-1402) in patients (pts) with previously treated advanced/metastatic colorectal cancer (CRC). 
Kanwal P. Raghav, et al

Background
> Patritumab deruxtecan (HER3-DXd; U3-1402) is a novel, investigational antibody-drug conjugate (ADC) comprising an anti-

HER3 mAb, a tetrapeptide-based linker, and a topoisomerase I inhibitor payload 
> HER3, a member of the tyrosine kinase receptor family, is overexpressed in most CRC tumors and associated with an 

adverse prognosis 
> Significant tumor regression with HER3-DXd has been observed in CRC murine xenograft models, regardless of KRAS

mutation status. Authors introduced the design of a phase II study (U31402-A-U202) evaluating HER3-DXd in previously 
treated pts with advanced/metastatic CRC
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ASCO GI Abstract TPS154: FRESCO-2: A global phase III study of the efficacy and safety of 
fruquintinib in patients (pts) with metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC). Arvind Dasari, et al

Background
> Fruquintinib is a novel, highly selective, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR) TKI
> Fruquintinib is approved in China to treat pts with mCRC who received or are intolerant to fluoropyrimidine-, oxaliplatin-, and 

irinotecan-based chemotherapy, anti-VEGF therapy, and, if RAS wild-type, EGFR therapy. Approval was based on results of 
the phase III FRESCO study, in which fruquintinib significantly improved OS in pts with mCRC in the third-line-and-beyond 
setting when compared with placebo (median OS 9.3 months vs 6.6 months; hazard ratio [HR] 0.65; P <.001). Toxicities of 
fruquintinib were consistent with those of other VEGF TKIs and were manageable 

> Authors described a global phase III study (FRESCO-2; 2019-013-GLOB1; NCT04322539) being conducted to investigate 
fruquintinib’s efficacy and safety in pts with refractory mCRC and a treatment profile representative of the global SOC
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KEY TAKEAWAYS: COLORECTAL CANCER –
CHEMOTHERAPY AND TARGETED THERAPY (1/2)
Chemotherapy
> TASCO1 data with optimized fluoropyrimidines in frontline demonstrate that the biology of the disease remains 

unchanged and clinical outcomes are not markedly improved

Biomarkers and Targeted Therapy
> The big players remain RAS, BRAF, and microsatellite instability high (MSI-H)
> New clinical studies should incorporate a good biologic rationale, in addition to biomarkers
> HER2 amplification

− It is used as a predictive marker of resistance to EGFR antibodies
− This raises the question of what to do in frontline with a pt who has a RAS/BRAF wild-type, HER2-positive left-sided tumor. 

Some experts would rely on the notion that HER2 positivity is a predictor of resistance to anti-EGFRs to use frontline 
bevacizumab instead of EGFR antibodies (cetuximab or panitumumab)

− ADCs’ mechanism of action is viewed with special interest in HER2-positive mCRC
• ADCs are building momentum in HER2-positive mCRC, with the findings of trastuzumab deruxtecan (T-DXd) in the DESTINY-

CRC01 trial
• Investigation of HER3-DXd ADC and its activity in mCRC is very interesting, and if the data of the phase II study (U31402-A-U202) 

are positive, it will be a game changer
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KEY TAKEAWAYS: COLORECTAL CANCER –
CHEMOTHERAPY AND TARGETED THERAPY (2/2)
Biomarkers and Targeted Therapy (cont.)
> KRAS mutations

− The focus now is with EGFR antibodies in the KRAS G12C mutation
− The question is whether other molecules in the mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling pathway can be targeted beyond EGFR, such 

as SOS or SHP2
> PLK1 overexpression

− Data from PLK1 inhibitor onvansertib in KRAS-mutated mCRC pts are interesting, but are based on a small number of pts and need to be 
further explored. It was noted that the press release from the phase Ib/II data has generated many unfounded high expectations among 
pts and pt advocates

> Novel agents: fruquintinib
− Fruquintinib’s mode of action overlaps with regorafenib’s (VEGFR1, 2, and 3), where preclinically it appears to have more activity 

compared with regorafenib. However, regorafenib also targets other molecules (platelet-derived growth factor, RET, KIT) 
− The results of the phase III FRESCO2 trial are awaited to understand its activity

ctDNA 
> ctDNA is an important molecular tool and would be ideal to use as a detector of minimal residual disease (MRD) after 

resection of metastases or the primary tumor, for stratifying pts in the adjuvant setting
> It was noted that some pt forums discuss ctDNA in the metastatic setting as a measure of tumor load. However, the experts 

agreed it is not used with this intent in stage IV disease. In the metastatic setting it may be relevant to identify acquired
resistance in RAS clones, to drive therapeutic choices, or in the oligometastatic setting postresection
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Colorectal Cancer –
Immunotherapy 
SCOTT KOPETZ, MD, PHD



ASCO GI Abstract 6: KEYNOTE-177: Phase III randomized study of pembrolizumab versus 
chemotherapy for microsatellite instability-high advanced colorectal cancer. Kai-Keen Shiu, et al

Background
> KEYNOTE-177 (NCT02563002) evaluated the antitumor activity of pembrolizumab (pembro) vs chemotherapy ±

bevacizumab or cetuximab (chemo) as first-line therapy for pts with MSI-H/mismatch repair-deficient (dMMR) mCRC. 
Authors presented results of the final PFS analysis as well as analysis of PFS2

Results

Conclusion
> Pembro provided a statistically significant improvement in PFS vs chemo as first-line therapy for pts with MSI-H/dMMR 

mCRC, with fewer TRAEs observed. Furthermore, pembro provided a clinically meaningful improvement in PFS2 for pts with 
MSI-H/dMMR mCRC
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PFS
> PFS2 was longer with pembro vs chemo (median not 

reached vs 23.5 months [HR 0.63; 95% CI, 0.45–0.88]). 
OS analysis is ongoing 

> Grade ≥3 treatment-related adverse event (TRAE) rates 
were 22% vs 66% for pembro vs chemo. There were no 
grade 5 TRAEs in the pembro arm and one grade 5 
intestinal perforation in the chemo arm 

> Health-related quality of life (HRQOL) scores were better 
with pembro vs chemo



ASCO GI Abstract 58: Subgroup analyses of patients (pts) with microsatellite instability-
high/mismatch repair-deficient (MSI-H/dMMR) metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) treated with 
nivolumab (NIVO) plus low-dose ipilimumab (IPI) as first-line (1L) therapy: Two-year clinical 
update. Heinz-Josef Lenz, et al
Background
> In the phase II CheckMate 142 trial, NIVO + low-dose IPI had robust, durable clinical benefit and was well tolerated as first-

line therapy for MSI-H/dMMR mCRC (median follow-up, 29.0 months [range, 24.2–33.7]). Authors presented the posthoc 
subgroup analyses of efficacy and safety outcomes in pts from the same follow-up on the basis of demographics and 
baseline disease characteristics

Results

Conclusion
> NIVO + low-dose IPI demonstrated robust, durable clinical benefit, was well tolerated with 2-year follow-up, and was 

consistent in evaluated subgroups in first-line MSI-H/dMMR mCRC
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ASCO GI Abstract 61: Tissue and plasma tumor mutation burden (TMB) as predictive biomarkers 
in the CO.26 trial of durvalumab + tremelimumab (D+T) versus best supportive care (BSC) in 
metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC). Jonathan M. Loree, et al

Background
> Pembrolizumab was recently granted tissue-agnostic US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) accelerated approval for 

metastatic cancers with tumor mutational burden (TMB) = 10 mut/Mb. However, limited data support immunotherapy in MS-
stable (MSS) mCRC with TMB = 10 mut/Mb. Authors assessed tissue TMB and contrasted it with plasma-derived TMB in the 
CO.26 trial

Conclusion
> Archival tissue TMB = 10 mut/Mb does not appear predictive of D+T benefit in MSS mCRC. Plasma-derived TMB may better 

reflect evolutionary changes following intervening therapy than archival tissue
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ASCO GI Abstract 9: Safety and efficacy of anti–PD-1 antibody dostarlimab in patients (pts) with 
mismatch repair-deficient (dMMR) solid cancers: Results from GARNET study. Thierry Andre, et 
al

Background
> Dostarlimab is a humanized anti–PD-1 mAb that binds the PD-1 receptor, blocking interaction with ligands PD-L1 and PD-

L2. The ongoing phase I GARNET study is evaluating dostarlimab in pts with advanced solid tumors. Authors presented 
safety and efficacy data from cohort F

Results

Conclusion
> Dostarlimab demonstrated durable antitumor activity in a cohort of dMMR solid tumor pts, the majority of whom had GI 

cancers. The safety profile was consistent with other cohorts in GARNET, with immune-related TRAEs infrequent and low-
grade
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> Confirmed ORR by blinded independent central review per Response 
Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST) v1.1 in pts with dMMR 
was 38.7% (95% CI, 29.4–48.6); complete response (CR) rate was 8%

> ORR was consistent across both CRC and non-CRC tumor types
> RAEs were reported in 68.8% of pts; 8.3% of pts experienced at least 1 

grade ≥3 TRAE
> The most common was lipase increase in 2 (1.4%) pts. Treatment-

related serious AEs were reported in 6 (5.5%) pts, and 2 pts (1.8%) 
discontinued dostarlimab due to a TRAE. No deaths were attributed to 
dostarlimab



ASCO GI Abstract 8: NRG-GI002: A phase II clinical trial platform using total neoadjuvant therapy 
(TNT) in locally-advanced rectal cancer (LARC)—Pembrolizumab experimental arm (EA) primary 
results. Osama E. Rahma, et al

Background
> This National Clinical Trials Network multiarm randomized phase II modular study platform utilizes TNT with parallel EAs in 

LARC. EAs are not intended for direct comparison, but rather to test a variety of sensitizers or hypotheses in a consistent 
and homogeneous high-risk pt population with correlative biomarkers. Authors reported the primary and available secondary 
endpoints (EPs)

Results

Conclusion
> Pembrolizumab added to chemoradiotherapy as part of TNT was safe and without unexpected short-term toxicities but failed to 

improve neoadjuvant rectal score. The secondary endpoints including PFS and OS have not been reached. Correlative analysis 
for both T-cell and myeloid cell populations in the tissue and blood in addition to comprehensive cytokine analysis is ongoing
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> The side effects in Arm 3 were consistent with both 
chemoradiotherapy and pembrolizumab safety profile. 
Grade 3/4 AEs were slightly increased in the pembrolizumab 
arm during and after chemoradiotherapy (48.2 vs 37.3%)



ASCO GI Abstract 94: LEAP-005: A phase II multicohort study of lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab 
in patients with previously treated selected solid tumors—Results from the colorectal cancer 
cohort. Carlos Gomez-Roca, et al

Background
> The combination of lenvatinib, a multiple receptor TKI, and anti–PD-1 treatment showed synergistic antitumor activity in 

preclinical models. LEAP-005 is evaluating the efficacy and safety of lenvatinib + pembro in pts with previously treated 
advanced solid tumors. Authors presented findings from the CRC cohort

Results

Conclusion
> In pts with previously treated advanced non–MSI-H/pMMR CRC, lenvatinib + pembro demonstrated promising antitumor 

activity and a manageable safety profile. Enrollment in the CRC cohort was expanded to 100 pts
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ASCO GI Abstract 79: Phase II trial of bintrafusp alfa in patients with metastatic MSI-H cancers 
following progression on immunotherapy. Van K. Morris, et al

Background
> MSI-H tumors are characterized by dMMR, high TMB, and exceptional antitumor responses to immunotherapy. While 

durable disease control is often observed for advanced MSI-H cancers treated with immune checkpoint blockade (ICB), 
some pts experience treatment resistance. In melanoma and urothelial cancer, acquired resistance to ICB has been 
associated with increased signaling of the immunosuppressive transforming growth factor (TGF)-ß pathway. Bintrafusp alfa 
(BA) is a first-in-class bifunctional fusion protein composed of the extracellular domain of the TGF-ßRII receptor (a TGF-ß 
“trap”) fused to a human immunoglobulin G1 mAb blocking PD-L1

Results

Conclusion
> Dual inhibition of TGF-ß and PD-L1 by BA did not demonstrate significant antitumor activity in the majority of pts with MSI-H 

metastatic cancer who had progressed on prior ICB. One pt did experience prolonged clinical benefit from BA. Ongoing 
correlative studies may inform on the effect of TGF-ß and PD-L1 modulation by BA within the tumor microenvironment
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ASCO GI Abstract 77: Phase II study of pembrolizumab plus capecitabine and bevacizumab in 
microsatellite stable (MSS) metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC): Interim analysis. Andrea G. 
Bocobo, et al

Background
> MSS mCRC rarely responds to pembrolizumab monotherapy, but capecitabine and bevacizumab may induce immune-

stimulatory effects. This study evaluated the safety, tolerability, and preliminary efficacy of pembrolizumab in combination 
with capecitabine and bevacizumab in MSS mCRC. Authors presented results from the planned interim analysis

Results
> Key eligibility criteria: MSS mCRC with stable disease (SD) or progressive disease (PD) on prior fluoropyrimidine-based 

therapy
> Disposition: of 29 pts enrolled, 24 were removed for PD and 1 was removed for an unrelated AE  
> Best response by RECIST v1.1 in 23 evaluable pts

− PR in 2 (9%)
− SD in 14 (61%); PD in 7 (30%) 
− With 2 responses, the study met interim analysis criteria to continue accrual

Conclusion
> Some activity may be seen with cape + bev, depending on the case mix of enrolled pts
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ASCO GI Abstract 80: Interim analysis of the AVETUXIRI Trial: Avelumab combined with 
cetuximab and irinotecan for treatment of refractory microsatellite stable (MSS) metastatic 
colorectal cancer (mCRC)—A proof of concept, open-label, nonrandomized phase IIa study. Marc 
Van Den Eynde, et al
Background
> Immune checkpoint inhibitors have demonstrated poor efficacy in MSS mCRC. Previous research indicates that cetuximab 

(anti-EGFR chimeric mAb) could initiate, independently from RAS mutation, immunogenic tumor cell death and mediate 
antitumor immune response. In this trial, authors aimed to explore the clinical efficacy and safety of anti–PD-L1 avelumab 
(AVE) combined with cetuximab (CET) and irinotecan (IRI) for treatment-refractory MSS mCRC

Results
> MSS refractory to standard treatment (fluoropyrimidine, oxaliplatin, irinotecan, and anti-EGFR treatment if RAS wild-type 

tumor)
> 23 pts (median age 62 years, 86.9% male, 78.3% left-sided, 91.3% synchronous mCRC) were included in the first stage of 

the trial. Cohort A: RAS wild-type; cohort B: RAS mutant
> 3 PRs were observed in cohort A and none in cohort B
> No major or unexpected safety events were observed; 21.7% (5/23) of pts experienced grade 3 diarrhea, all related to IRI, 

with complete resolution after IRI dose reduction or interruption. Grade 1–2 hypothyroidism was the only immune-related 
side effect 

Conclusion
> The trial met its primary efficacy endpoint for RAS wild-type mCRC pts, justifying study continuation in cohort A (second 

stage). No PRs were observed in the RAS mutant cohort. Nevertheless, encouraging data of disease control rate, PFS, and 
OS observed in RAS mutant cohort allow the opening of a new cohort for RAS mutant mCRC (cohort C) with PFS as 
primary endpoint
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ASCO GI Abstract 7: Phase II study of ipilimumab, nivolumab, and panitumumab in patients with 
KRAS/NRAS/BRAF wild-type (WT) microsatellite stable (MSS) metastatic colorectal cancer 
(mCRC). Michael S. Lee, et al

Background
> Preclinical data show that anti-EGFR therapy causes a tumor-specific adaptive immune response and immunogenic 

apoptosis, with functional adaptive immunity required to mediate efficacy. However, resistance to anti-EGFR antibody 
therapy inevitably develops and is associated with increased expression of cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4) and 
PD-L1. Authors hypothesized that addition of ipilimumab (anti–CTLA-4) and nivolumab (anti–PD-1) to panitumumab will 
increase response rate in pts with KRAS/NRAS/BRAF wild-type MSS mCRC

Results
> Among 49 evaluable pts, 12-week response rate was 35% (95% CI, 21–48; n = 17 responses). Twenty pts had at least an 

unconfirmed response at any time 
> Median PFS was 5.7 months (95% CI, 5.5–7.9) 
> There was 1 treatment-related grade 5 AE of myocarditis. The most common treatment-related grade 3–4 AEs included 

lipase increase (9%), amylase increase (7%), alanine aminotransferase increase (5%), aspartate aminotransferase increase 
(5%), diarrhea (5%), hypophosphatemia (5%), and maculopapular rash (5%)

Conclusion
> The combination of panitumumab, ipilimumab, and nivolumab demonstrated evidence of activity and met its prespecified 

primary endpoint of 12-week response rate criteria to merit further study. The PFS in this single-arm study compares 
favorably with expected PFS for anti-EGFR monotherapy in RAS wild-type pts, and results suggest activity of immune 
checkpoint inhibitors combined with anti-EGFR therapy in MSS mCRC
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ASCO GI Abstract 82: Phase Ib/II open-label, randomized evaluation of efficacy and safety of 
atezolizumab plus isatuximab versus regorafenib in MORPHEUS-colorectal cancer. Jayesh Desai, 
et al

Background
> The MORPHEUS platform consists of multiple global, open-label, randomized phase Ib/II trials designed to identify early 

efficacy signals and safety of treatment combinations across tumor types. Isatuximab (isa; anti-CD38) targets CD38 
receptors expressed on immunosuppressive cells in the tumor microenvironment. Authors hypothesized atezolizumab 
(atezo; anti–PD-L1) + isa would induce antitumor response beyond that of regorafenib (rego), a multikinase inhibitor, in pts 
with treatment-refractory mCRC

Results
> Eligibility: MSS/dMMR mCRC with ≥2 prior treatment lines (fluoropyrimidine-, oxaliplatin-, or irinotecan-containing 

chemotherapy + a biologic agent)
> Fifteen pts received atezo + isa and 13 pts received rego
> No responses were seen in either arm; 3 pts receiving atezo + isa (20.0%) and 8 control pts (61.5%) had SD as their best 

response
> TRAEs (grade 1–4) occurred in 13 atezo + isa pts (86.7%), and 12 control pts (92.3%). The most common TRAEs with 

atezo + isa were infusion-related reaction (73.3%), nausea (26.7%), and fatigue (20.0%). No grade 5 AEs occurred in the 
atezo + isa arm; 1 (7.7%) was reported in the control arm (sepsis, considered unrelated to study tx)

Conclusion
> In this trial, superior efficacy of atezo + isa vs rego was not shown. However, the atezo + isa combination was well tolerated, 

with a manageable safety profile
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KEY TAKEAWAYS: COLORECTAL CANCER –
IMMUNOTHERAPY (1/2)
MSI-H mCRC
> PD-1 inhibitors have changed the SOC in MSI-H pts, vs chemotherapy
> The question of frontline ipi + nivo combination or pembro monotherapy in MSI-H pts remains open

− There can be a pt selection bias for the choice of ipi + nivo or pembro. The combination may be preferred for a young, fit pt with good PS, 
and the monotherapy for an elderly pt with poor PS

− Choice of therapy may also be affected by cost of the combination therapy vs the monotherapy, and toxicity may also come into play, as it 
is higher with the combination regimen

− A randomized trial comparing ipi + nivo to pembro monotherapy would conclude which is a better regimen, as currently the level of 
evidence for both regimens is very different. Nevertheless, the follow-up data for KEYNOTE-177 at 4 years are very encouraging, with 
~40% of pts remaining progression free 

> Sequential use of immunotherapy with frontline anti–PD-1 (pembro) followed by anti–CTLA-4 upon progression remains an 
open question, although it has been shown to be effective in some pts

MSS mCRC
> None of the trials with single or dual immune checkpoint inhibitors, or in combination with TKIs, have rendered MSS mCRC 

tumors more immunogenic, and new translational avenues need to be explored 
> Thus far the presented studies with novel agents have shown little translational rationale. There is a need to develop studies 

that are based on a strong biologic background
> There is a need to identify biomarkers. The question was raised whether plasma TMB may be used as a potential future 

biomarker
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KEY TAKEAWAYS: COLORECTAL CANCER –
IMMUNOTHERAPY (2/2)
Rectal Cancer
> Data from the NRG-GI002 study have shown that pembrolizumab in addition to chemoradiotherapy does not appear to be 

beneficial in the neoadjuvant setting
> However, it was noted that a small study led by a team at the Netherlands Cancer Institute (published by Nature Medicine) 

showed a group of pts with MSI-H tumors who received neoadjuvant nivolumab had impressive clinical responses. 
Additionally, in this study, some pts with MSS rectal cancers also derived benefit. However, it was highlighted that this is a 
small study and warrants further investigation to understand biologically how some MSS rectal tumors can respond to 
immunotherapy

TMB 
> When describing TMB it is important to refer to insertion/deletion (indel) burden, as multiple amino acid changes can lead to

truncated protein(s) that generate neoantigens, thereby inducing a response to immunotherapy 
> MSI-H tumors with high indel mutation burden are a predictor of response to immunotherapy combination, although there 

are also instances where MSI-H tumors with low indels may still lead to responses
> There is not a strong correlation between tissue and plasma TMB, and a distinction is needed. Tissue TMB looks at 1 region 

in the tumor, while plasma TMB looks at 2 variables: the truncal mutation rate in the tumor and the tumor heterogeneity 
> TMB should not yet be used to guide therapy, although for now it is interesting at a translational level
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Hepatocellular Carcinoma
TANIOS S. BEKAII-SAAB, MD, FACP



ASCO GI Abstract 267: IMbrave150: Updated overall survival (OS) data from a global, 
randomized, open-label phase III study of atezolizumab (atezo) + bevacizumab (bev) versus 
sorafenib (sor) in patients (pts) with unresectable hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Richard S. 
Finn, et al
Background
> Atezo + bev has been approved globally for pts with unresectable HCC who have not received prior systemic therapy, on the 

basis of results from IMbrave150. At a median 8.6 months’ follow-up, both co-primary endpoints were met, with statistically 
significant and clinically meaningful improvements observed with atezo + bev vs sor for OS and independently assessed 
PFS. Authors reported an updated OS analysis for IMbrave150

Results

Conclusion
> IMbrave150 showed consistent clinically meaningful treatment benefit and safety with 12 months of additional follow-up. The 

combination provided the longest survival seen in a frontline phase III study in advanced HCC, confirming atezo + bev as a 
SOC for previously untreated, unresectable HCC
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ASCO GI Abstract 294: DEDUCTIVE: A study of tivozanib in combination with durvalumab in 
subjects with untreated advanced hepatocellular carcinoma—Phase Ib results. Renuka V. Iyer, et 
al 

Background
> Tivozanib (T; a potent and selective VEGFR 1, 2, and 3 TKI) and durvalumab (D; a PD-L1 antibody) have both demonstrated 

single-agent activity in HCC and have been combined safely with other therapies. The phase I portion of this study combines 
T with D to establish the recommended phase II dose (RP2D) and provide preliminary safety and efficacy data

Results

Conclusion
> The combination of T with D in pts with untreated advanced HCC is well tolerated. The RP2D for the combination is T 1 mg 

orally for 21 days on treatment followed by 7 days off treatment and D 1500 mg intravenously every 28 days. In the phase II 
portion of the study, an additional 30 pts will be treated at the RP2D. Secondary objectives are to assess ORR, PFS, and OS 
in this population
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ASCO GI Abstract 268: Pembrolizumab (pembro) vs placebo (pbo) in patients (pts) with advanced 
hepatocellular carcinoma (aHCC) previously treated with sorafenib: Updated data from the 
randomized, phase III KEYNOTE-240 study. Philippe Merle, et al

Background
> KEYNOTE-240 examined pembro and demonstrated improvement in OS and PFS vs pbo in pts with aHCC previously 

treated with sorafenib. However, the study did not meet prespecified statistical significance criteria for OS and PFS. AEs 
were consistent with the known safety profile of pembro. Longer-term data from KEYNOTE-240 after ~1.5 years of additional 
follow-up were reported

Results

Conclusion
> In previously treated pts with aHCC, improvement in OS and PFS was maintained over time with pembro vs pbo, and the 

safety profile remained consistent over time. These data support the benefit:risk profile of pembro
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ASCO GI Abstract 297: Pembrolizumab (pembro) monotherapy for previously untreated 
advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC): Phase II KEYNOTE-224 study. Jean-Luc Van Laethem, 
et al

Background
> Results from cohort 1 of KEYNOTE-224, an open-label, single-arm, multicountry phase II trial, demonstrated that pembro 

monotherapy was efficacious and tolerable in pts with advanced HCC previously treated with sorafenib. Authors reported 
results from KEYNOTE-224 cohort 2, which enrolled pts with advanced HCC and no prior systemic therapy

Results

Conclusion
> In pts with advanced HCC and no prior systemic therapy, pembro monotherapy provided durable antitumor activity, 

promising OS, and demonstrated a safety profile consistent with that previously observed for pembro in advanced HCC. 
These findings support further evaluation of pembro-based regimens for the treatment of HCC in the frontline setting
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ASCO GI Abstract 269: Nivolumab (NIVO) plus ipilimumab (IPI) combination therapy in patients 
(Pts) with advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (aHCC): Long-term results from CheckMate 040. 
Anthony B. El-Khoueiry, et al

Background
> NIVO 1 mg/kg + IPI 3 mg/kg every 3 weeks (Q3W; 4 doses) followed by NIVO 240 mg Q2W is approved in the US for 

sorafenib-treated pts with advanced HCC on the basis of initial results from CheckMate 040, which reported ORR of 32% 
and median OS of 22.8 months. Authors presented 44-mo long-term follow-up results from the CheckMate 040 NIVO1 + 
IPI3 cohort

Results

Conclusion
> At a minimum follow-up of 44 months, second-line NIVO1 + IPI3 continued to demonstrate clinically meaningful responses 

and long-term survival benefit in advanced HCC. The safety profile was manageable and no new safety signals were 
identified with longer follow-up
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ASCO GI Abstract 270: TACTICS: Final overall survival (OS) data from a randomized, open label, 
multicenter, phase II trial of transcatheter arterial chemoembolization (TACE) therapy in 
combination with sorafenib as compared with TACE alone in patients (pts) with hepatocellular 
carcinoma (HCC). Masatoshi Kudo, et al
Background
> In the TACTICS trial, transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) + sorafenib significantly improved PFS over TACE alone in pts 

with unresectable HCC. Authors reported a final OS analysis from TACTICS with predefined mature OS events

Results

Conclusion
> TACE + sorafenib did not show OS benefit compared with TACE alone, although significantly better PFS was consistently 

observed. The major reason for negative OS results could be that many post-trial active treatments were administered in the 
control arm (76.3%), which implies that the OS endpoint in a TACE combination trial may no longer be feasible in the current 
era of sequential therapy with many active locoregional and systemic treatments
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ASCO GI Abstract TPS358: A phase II study of atezolizumab (ATEZO) and bevacizumab (Bev) in 
combination with Y90 TARE in patients (Pts) with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Aiwu R. He, et 
al

Background
> ATEZO and BEV combination was FDA approved for first-line treatment of advanced HCC on the basis of the IMbrave 150 

study. On the other hand, locoregional radiotherapy (eg, yttrium-90 transarterial radioembolization [Y90 TARE]) enhances 
the diversity of the intratumoral T-cell receptor repertoire. It is SOC for pts with intermediate-stage HCC (iHCC). On the basis
of preclinical and clinical data, authors hypothesized that the combination of Y90 TARE, BEV, and ATEZO induces 
synergistic tumor killing 

> This was an open-label, multicenter, randomized phase II study of Y90 TARE and BEV + ATEZO compared with Y90 TARE 
alone in pts with unresectable iHCC. Enrollment began in September 2020
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ASCO GI Abstract TPS349: A phase III, double-blind, randomized study of nivolumab (NIVO) and 
ipilimumab (IPI), nivo monotherapy or placebo plus transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) in 
patients with intermediate-stage hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Bruno Sangro, et al

Background
> TACE is the most widely used locoregional therapy recommended for pts with intermediate-stage HCC (Barcelona Clinic 

Liver Cancer stage B). Despite the significant tumor responses that can be achieved with TACE, tumors commonly recur, 
progress, or are refractory. Preliminary data for the combination of TACE with nivolumab indicate an acceptable safety profile 
and promising efficacy (Harding et al. ASCO-GI 2020). NIVO monotherapy and NIVO + IPI combination therapy are both 
approved in the US for pts with HCC previously treated with sorafenib. Together, these findings support investigation of 
TACE + NIVO, IPI, or NIVO + IPI to address the therapeutic needs of pts with intermediate HCC

> CheckMate 74W is a global, double-blind, placebo-controlled, 3-arm, randomized phase III trial
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KEY TAKEAWAYS: HEPATOCELLULAR CARCINOMA

> Frontline atezolizumab + bevacizumab combination is the SOC for the majority of pts, with 
exceptions, eg, transplant pts under immunosuppression, pts receiving steroids, and pts with colitis
− It would be valuable to understand the role VEGF inhibition plays in modulating the immune system, and it 

would be interesting to study which VEGF is involved, particularly VEGF-A, in combination with other 
molecules such as AXL

> After failure of atezolizumab + bevacizumab, the rationale for second line is to change mechanism 
of action, and the choice is a TKI. However, the question is which one: cabozantinib or regorafenib? 
Lenvatinib remains an open question, as it has not been studied after failure of a VEGF inhibitor

> Locoregional therapy
− In the US, Y90 appears to be used more often used than TACE, and cost may be a driver
− It was noted that in Italy, due to a lack of clear indications, TACE is not appropriately integrated into the 

treatment paradigm
− TACE + immunotherapy is an interesting concept, and results of the ongoing trials are awaited
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Gastroesophageal Cancers
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ASCO GI LBA 160: Randomized double-blind placebo-controlled phase 2 study of 
bemarituzumab combined with modified FOLFOX6 (mFOLFOX6) in first-line (1L) treatment of 
advanced gastric/gastroesophageal junction adenocarcinoma (FIGHT). Zev A. Wainberg, et al 

Background
> Bemarituzumab (bema) selectively binds to fibroblast growth factor (FGFR)2b. The FIGHT study is a global, randomized, double-blind, 

placebo-controlled phase II trial including pts with unresectable locally advanced/metastatic gastric cancer (GC) positive for FGFR2b 
overexpression by centrally performed immunohistochemistry (IHC) or for FGFR2 amplification by circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA). HER2-
positive pts were excluded

Conclusion 
> Approximately 30% of first-line pts with advanced GC not HER2 positive were identified to be FGFR2b positive, primarily by IHC. The addition 

of bema to mFOLFOX6 led to clinically meaningful and statistically significant improvements in PFS, OS, and ORR. An increase in corneal AEs 
and stomatitis was associated with bema. These results support a prospective randomized phase III study in GC and the evaluation of bema in 
other FGFR2b-positive tumor types
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ASCO GI Abstract 299: Zanidatamab (ZW25) in HER2-positive biliary tract cancers (BTCs): 
Results from a phase I study. Funda Meric-Bernstam, et al

Background
> Standard second-line chemotherapy yields ORRs <10%, and median OS of these pts is <6 months. HER2 overexpression/ 

amplification is observed in 5–19% of BTCs. Zanidatamab is a bispecific HER2-targeted Ab that has demonstrated durable 
single-agent activity with good tolerability in a range of HER2-overexpressing cancers. In the expansion cohort of this phase 
I study, the primary objective was to characterize safety and tolerability of zanidatamab. Secondary objectives included 
evaluation of antitumor activity 

Results

Conclusion
> Zanidatamab was well tolerated with promising and durable antitumor activity in pts with HER2-overexpressing BTC. On the 

basis of these data, zanidatamab is now being evaluated in an ongoing global phase IIb study in pts with advanced HER2-
positive BTC that has progressed after treatment with a gemcitabine-containing regimen (NCT04466891)
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Zanidatamab Single 
Agent 

(N = 36)

Zanidatamab + Paclitaxel 
or Capecitabine 

(N = 26)

Median prior systemic therapies, n (range) 3 (1–7)* 2 (1–7)

Pts with prior HER2 therapies, n (%) 34 (94) 24 (92)

Grade 3+** 4 (11) 4 (15)

Response evaluable, n 34 20

Objective response, n (%) 13 (38) 12# (60)

Disease control rate, n (%) 21 (62) 17 (85)

Median duration of response, months (95% CI)‡ 6.0 (1.9–9.2) 8.9 (3.5–not estimable)



ASCO GI Abstract 168: Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) of pembrolizumab plus 
chemotherapy versus chemotherapy as first-line therapy in patients with advanced esophageal 
cancer: The phase III KEYNOTE-590 study. Wasat Mansoor, et al

Background
> In the phase III KEYNOTE-590 study, pembrolizumab (pembro) + chemotherapy (chemo) provided statistically significant 

and clinically meaningful improvement in OS, PFS, and ORR vs placebo + chemo as first-line therapy for pts with locally 
advanced/unresectable or metastatic adenocarcinoma or esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) or Siewert type 1 
esophagogastric junction adenocarcinoma (EGJ). Authors reported HRQOL outcomes from KEYNOTE-590

Results
> LQ-C30, QLQ-OES18, and EQ-5D-5L compliance was 90% in both arms at baseline and at week 18. 
> There was no significant difference in least squares mean (LSM) change from baseline to week 18 in global health status 

(GHS)/QOL status between arms (LSM difference [95% CI] –0.10 [–3.40 to –3.20]; P = .9530)
> Median time to deterioration in GHS/QOL was similar between arms (HR 0.86 [95% CI, 0.66–1.13]; P = .2864).
> LSM change from baseline to week 18 for QLQ-OES18 pain subscale was better for pembro + chemo (–4.78) vs chemo 

(–1.85) (–2.94, –5.86 to –0.02; P = .0487) 

Conclusion
> HRQOL was stable and similar over 18 weeks in the pembro + chemo and chemo arms. Together with superior OS, PFS, 

and ORR and a manageable safety profile with pembro + chemo, these results support the clinically meaningful benefit of 
pembro + chemo in pts with advanced esophageal cancer including EGJ adenocarcinoma
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ASCO GI Abstract 167: Checkmate 577: Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) in a randomized, 
double-blind phase III study of nivolumab (NIVO) versus placebo (PBO) as adjuvant treatment in 
patients (pts) with resected esophageal or gastroesophageal junction cancer (EC/GEJC). Eric 
Van Cutsem, et al
Background
> NIVO is the first adjuvant therapy to provide a statistically significant and clinically meaningful improvement in disease-free 

survival vs PBO in resected EC/GEJC following neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy, as demonstrated by CheckMate 577. 
NIVO was well tolerated with an acceptable safety profile. This analysis provided additional information on the exploratory 
HRQOL endpoints in this clinical trial

Results
> Pt-reported outcomes completion rates were 95% at baseline and ~90% at 12 months on treatment 
> Mean (standard deviation) baseline HRQOL scores were similar between treatment arms for the FACT-E total score (NIVO: 

133.40 [20.97]; PBO: 134.03 [20.40]); EC subscale (NIVO: 50.2 [9.3]; PBO: 50.1 [8.9]); EQ-5D Visual Analogue Scale 
(NIVO: 70.4 [22.3]; PBO: 69.1 [24.1]); and EQ-5D Utility Index (NIVO: 0.820 [0.179]; PBO: 0.831 [0.163]) on the basis of the 
UK value set

> Descriptive analyses showed a trend for increases from baseline at most time points through week 49 for both NIVO and 
PBO treatment groups for FACT-E total score, ECS, and EQ-5D Visual Analogue Scale and Utility Index

Conclusion
> Preliminary results from CheckMate 577 demonstrated that pts on NIVO treatment showed trends of improvement in both 

esophageal-specific and general HRQOL. Similar trends were also observed in pts treated with PBO over 1 year. Pts treated 
with NIVO did not experience a reduction in HRQOL, further supporting clinical data to demonstrate treatment benefit and 
tolerability for adjuvant NIVO in pts with resected EC/GEJC
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ASCO GI Abstract 162: Impact of preoperative therapy for locally advanced thoracic esophageal 
cancer on the risk of perioperative complications: Results from multicenter phase III trial JCOG 
1109. Kazuo Koyanagi, et al

Background
> Authors conducted a randomized, 3-arm phase III trial comparing cisplatin + 5-FU (CF) vs docetaxel + CF (DCF) vs radiation 

with CF (CF-RT) as preoperative therapy for locally advanced esophageal cancer, which is on follow-up for primary analysis 
planned in 2023 (JCOG 1109). This study aimed to evaluate the influence of preoperative therapies on perioperative 
complications and risk factors for perioperative complications after 3-arm preoperative therapies

Results
> 589 eligible pts treated with preop CF, DCF, or CF + RT; 546 went to surgery (93%)
> No difference in operative morbidity or mortality for chemo vs chemo + RT
> Higher rate of grade 2 chylothorax with RT (5.1% vs 1.1%)
> Other outcomes are pending 

Conclusion
> Preoperative DCF and CF-RT does not increase the risk of perioperative complications and mortality when compared with 

standard preoperative CF therapy, but CF-RT increases the risk of chylothorax after esophagectomy for advanced thoracic 
esophageal cancer
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ASCO GI Abstract 159: Confirmed three-year RFS and OS of the randomized trial of adjuvant S-1 
versus S-1 plus docetaxel after curative resection of pStage III gastric cancer (JACCRO GC-07). 
Kazuhiro Yoshida, et al

Background
> JACCRO GC-07 is a randomized controlled trial to explore postoperative S-1–docetaxel compared with S-1 alone after D2 

gastrectomy for pathologic (p)Stage III GC pts. The second interim analysis demonstrated that the significant improvement 
of recurrence-free survival was obtained by S-1–docetaxel compared with S-1 alone. The study was terminated by the 
recommendation of the independent data and safety monitoring committee. As 3 years have passed after completion of the 
enrollment, preplanned analysis was performed with the updated pt information

Results
> In the present analysis, 400 recurrences and 324 deaths were confirmed among 912 pts during the median follow-up period 

of 42.5 months (0.3–85.16)
> The 3-year recurrence-free survival of 67.7% in the S-1–docetaxel group was significantly superior to 57.4% in the S-1 group 

(HR 0.715, 95% CI, 0.587–0.871; P = .0008) and 3-year OS was 77.7% in the S-1–docetaxel group and 71.2% in the S-1 
group, respectively (HR 0.742, 95% CI, 0.596–0.925; P = .0076), confirming the significant improving effect on pt survival

Conclusion
> Adjuvant S-1 + docetaxel is recommended for pts with pStage III GC who underwent D2 gastrectomy without neoadjuvant 

chemotherapy
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KEY TAKEAWAYS: GASTROESOPHAGEAL CANCERS (1/2)

Immunotherapy
> It is important to distinguish adenocarcinoma from squamous cell carcinoma. The role of PD-L1 positivity as a predictive 

biomarker remains open, and may be based on trial design and methodology
> It remains to be seen what the European Medicines Agency will approve for the different immunotherapy regimens –

whether it will consider all comers, or will take into account PD-L1–positive cutoffs
> Combined positive score (CPS) has a questionable role as a predictive biomarker in GEJ cancers. It plays no role in other 

cancers of the GI tract, eg, colon cancer
> First-line immunotherapy

− In adenocarcinoma, chemo + nivo will become SOC for PD-L1–positive/CPS 5%-positive pts
− In squamous cell carcinoma, chemo + pembro is more active than chemo alone, and likelihood of response may be increased with PD-L1 

positivity
− VEGF inhibitors in combination with checkpoint inhibitors are building momentum in the early line setting

• Most compelling data are from TKIs + checkpoint inhibitors (regorafenib + nivo, lenvatinib +  pembro)
> Second-line immunotherapy

− In squamous cell carcinoma, enriching the PD-L1–positive population may increase response to checkpoint inhibitors. In the US, nivo was 
approved irrespective of PD-L1 score, whereas pembro was approved for ≥10% PD-L1–positive pts 

> Immunotherapy in neoadjuvant setting
− Further data are needed, and there are several ongoing studies, in combination with neoadjuvant chemotherapy or chemoradiation 
− The question of adding immunotherapy to HER2 agents in the neoadjuvant setting remains open. This strategy may be explored with the 

new agents such as T-DXd, zanidatamab, margetuximab
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KEY TAKEAWAYS: GASTROESOPHAGEAL CANCERS (2/2)

Chemotherapy Use in US
> Triplet docetaxel, oxaliplatin, leucovorin, 5-FU (FLOT) is recommended in the preoperative setting, and would only be 

recommended in metastatic disease for a select group of pts: young with high disease burden and no comorbidities
Bemarituzumab in First Line
> Data from the FIGHT trial are very compelling in an area of huge unmet need
> Despite the absence of OS benefit, there is a doubling of PFS in pts with FGFR2b overexpression treated with 

bemarituzumab vs placebo (14.1 months vs 7.3 months, respectively), and a 28% decrease in the risk of progression (PFS 
HR 0.68) in the intent-to-treat population. As a result, the drug has been proposed for endorsement by the National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines in anticipation of FDA regulatory approval, which can take 6 months to 
a year

> At the European level, more mature data will be requested by the regulatory authorities. Additionally, the statistical plan of 
the trial, with 2-sided α of 0.2, was questioned 

HER2-Targeted Agents
> In first line, cytotoxic doublet + trastuzumab is the SOC. Future trials that evaluate combination regimens with novel HER2-

targeted agents (eg, trastuzumab-tucatinib, T-DXd, margetuximab, zanidatamab), and how these regimens impact the 
current treatment paradigm, will be interesting. However, the latter will still take time (3–5 years)

> Second line is moving quickly in this space, as demonstrated by the approval of T-DXd in the US and Japan
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Pancreatic Cancer
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ASCO GI Abstract 406: Randomized multicenter phase II/III study with adjuvant gemcitabine 
versus neoadjuvant/adjuvant FOLFIRINOX in resectable pancreatic cancer: The NEPAFOX trial. 
Salah-Eddin Al-Batran, et al

Background
> The outcome for pancreatic cancer remains poor. Few pts can be assigned to surgery, and 80% of resected pts experience 

a relapse. Currently, adjuvant chemotherapy is standard, but prognosis remains poor. FOLFIRINOX (FFX) is a SOC in the 
metastatic setting; meanwhile, in the adjuvant setting it may represent a valuable neoadjuvant option in resectable and 
borderline-resectable stages. Authors initiated the NEPAFOX trial in Germany to explore the efficacy of perioperative FFX

Results

Conclusion
> Due to low pt numbers, the analyses for primary and secondary endpoints are not robust and only descriptive. Median OS 

for the gemcitabine arm was in line with literature data and better than that for FFX. Only 11 of 19 FFX pts underwent 
surgery; only 9 pts had pancreatic resection, indicating that pts should be extremely carefully selected before starting a 
neoadjuvant approach. Nevertheless, there were no safety issues in the FFX arm regarding surgical complications, so the 
neoadjuvant/perioperative treatment approach seems to be feasible, although with only a small number of pts in the study
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ASCO GI Abstract 413: Phase II randomized, double-blind study of mFOLFIRINOX plus 
ramucirumab versus mFOLFIRINOX plus placebo in advanced pancreatic cancer patients (HCRN 
GI14-198). Walid L. Shaib, et al 

Background
> VEGFA/VEGFR2 signaling plays an important role in inducing invasion and migration of pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PCA) 

cells. In preclinical studies, the antitumor activity of fluoropyrimidines caused the release of bone marrow-derived circulating
endothelial progenitor cells and Tie-2–expressing monocytes, as well as the induction of proangiogenic growth factors. This 
phase II randomized, multicenter, double-blind trial was designed to compare the efficacy and safety of mFOLFIRINOX-
ramucirumab (Arm A) vs mFOLFIRINOX-placebo (Arm B) as frontline therapy in recurrent or metastatic PCA pts

Results

Conclusion
> In this randomized phase II study, the addition of ramucirumab to mFOLFIRINOX did not improve PFS, response rate, or OS 

as initial therapy for metastatic pancreatic cancer. FOLFIRINOX-ramucirumab combination was well tolerated in the 
treatment of PCA
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ASCO GI Abstract TPS448: A phase III trial of tumor-treating fields with nab-paclitaxel and 
gemcitabine for front-line treatment of locally-advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma (LAPC): 
PANOVA-3. Vincent J. Picozzi, et al 

Background
> Tumor treating fields (TTFields) is a noninvasive, regional antimitotic treatment modality that was approved for the treatment 

of glioblastoma. TTFields was effective in multiple preclinical models of pancreatic cancer. The phase II PANOVA study, the 
first trial testing TTFields in pancreatic cancer pts, demonstrated safety and preliminary efficacy when combined with nab-
paclitaxel and gemcitabine in both metastatic and LAPC. The phase III PANOVA-3 trial was designed to test the efficacy and 
safety of adding TTFields to nab-paclitaxel and gemcitabine combination in LAPC

> Pts will be stratified on the basis of their performance status and geographic region and will be randomized 1:1 to TTFields + 
nab-paclitaxel and gemcitabine or to nab-paclitaxel and gemcitabine alone. Chemotherapy will be administered at a 
standard dose of nab-paclitaxel (125 mg/m2) and gemcitabine (1000 mg/m2 once weekly). TTFields (150 kHz) will be 
delivered at least 18 hours/day until local disease progression per RECIST v1.1

> OS will be the primary endpoint; PFS, ORR, rate of resectability, QOL, and toxicity will be secondary endpoints
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ASCO GI Abstract 378: Overall survival from the phase 3 POLO trial: Maintenance olaparib for 
germline BRCA-mutated metastatic pancreatic cancer. Talia Golan, et al

Background
> POLO is the first phase III trial to evaluate maintenance therapy with the poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitor (PARPi) 

olaparib (O) in pts with metastatic pancreatic cancer (mPaC) and a germline BRCA mutation (gBRCAm) whose disease had 
not progressed on first-line platinum-based chemotherapy (PBC). POLO demonstrated that pts had significantly longer PFS 
(primary endpoint with maintenance O than with placebo) (HR 0.53; 95% CI, 0.35–0.82; P = 0.004). Authors presented final 
OS data

Results

Conclusion
> Although HR for OS favored maintenance O vs P among pts with gBRCAm and mPaC whose disease had not progressed 

during PBC, there was no statistically significant difference. PFS2 showed a clear trend for treatment benefit beyond disease
progression in favor of O, but was not alpha protected. Safety data were consistent with the primary analysis
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ASCO GI Abstract TPS447: Randomized phase II trial of olaparib + pembrolizumab versus 
olaparib alone as maintenance therapy in metastatic pancreatic cancer patients with germline 
BRCA1 or BRCA2 (gBRCA1/2+) mutations: SWOG S2001. Vincent Chung, et al 

Background
> Olaparib was approved in 2019 as maintenance therapy for gBRCA1/2-positive metastatic pancreatic cancer (mPDA) pts. 

Preclinical studies have demonstrated that PARPi’s modulate the immune microenvironment by increasing genomic 
instability, PD-L1 expression, and activating the immune inflammatory stimulator of interferon genes pathway. Several 
clinical studies in solid tumors have shown preliminary efficacy with the combination of PARP + immune checkpoint 
inhibitors. On the basis of these data, SWOG S2001 aims to further improve the PFS of gBRCA1/2-positive mPDA pts
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ASCO GI Abstract 404: ARC-8: Phase 1/1b study to evaluate safety and tolerability of AB680 + 
chemotherapy + zimberelimab (AB122) in patients with treatment-naive metastatic pancreatic 
adenocarcinoma. G.A. Manji, et al

Background
> AB680, a potent, selective small-molecule inhibitor of soluble and membrane-bound CD73, targets a major pathway of 

extracellular adenosine production with the aim of eliminating adenosine-mediated immunosuppression within the tumor 
microenvironment. KRAS mutations, present in >90% of invasive metastatic pancreatic adenocarcinomas (PDACs), are 
associated with significantly elevated CD73 expression and poor clinical outcomes. Thus, mPDAC may be particularly 
sensitive to CD73 inhibition combined with SOC chemotherapy + anti–PD-1 antibody (zimberelimab [Zim]) treatment

Results

Conclusion
> Preliminary results from ARC-8 indicate that AB680, the first clinical-stage small-molecule CD73 inhibitor, in combination with 

SOC chemotherapy + Zim has a manageable safety profile consistent with that expected for each agent alone and 
demonstrates early signals of clinical activity. Dose escalation to 100 mg AB680 (Cohort 4) is ongoing to inform selection of
the recommended dose for expansion
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ASCO GI Abstract 411: Predictive value of plasma tumor mutation burden (TMB) in the CCTG 
PA.7 trial: Gemcitabine (GEM) and nab-paclitaxel (Nab-P) vs. GEM, nab-P, durvalumab (D) and 
tremelimumab (T) as first line therapy in metastatic pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (mPDAC). 
Daniel J. Renouf, et al 
Background
> PA.7 evaluated whether combining PD-L1 and CTLA-4 inhibition with GEM and nab-P increases efficacy as first-line therapy 

in mPDAC. High TMB is associated with immunotherapy sensitivity, with pembrolizumab receiving FDA accelerated 
approved for a threshold of 10 mut/Mb in a tissue-agnostic setting. Authors assessed the predictive value of plasma TMB

Results

Conclusion
> Plasma TMB analysis was successful in over 99% of pts with available samples. Plasma TMB of 9 mut/Mb was predictive of 

benefit from the addition of dual immune checkpoint inhibitors (D and T) to Gem and nab-P, with a significant interaction P
value. While only present in a subgroup of pts (4.6%), these data define a group beyond MSI-H PDAC that may benefit from 
immunotherapy. A clinical trial specifically assessing the role of chemotherapy combined with immune checkpoint inhibition in
high-TMB mPDAC is warranted
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ASCO GI Abstract 423: Serial cell-free DNA (cfDNA) sampling in advanced pancreatic ductal 
adenocarcinoma (PDAC) patients may predict therapeutic outcome. Gehan Botrus, et al. 

Background
> Advanced PDAC remains a deadly disease, with a 5-year survival rate <10%. cfDNA-based next-generation sequencing 

(NGS) may identify actionable alterations in pts with PDAC. In this study, authors aimed to determine the feasibility of 
utilizing serial cfDNA NGS testing and its potential relevance in predicting therapeutic outcomes

Results

Conclusion
> Preliminary results from this study suggest that cfDNA clearance of TP53 and/or KRAS alterations may predict for improved 

PFS in PDAC. Confirmation of these findings in larger studies is warranted
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ASCO GI Abstract 400: Impact of pancreatic enzyme replacement therapy (PERT) on clinical 
outcomes in nonresected pancreatic cancer (PC): Initial results. Vincent J. Picozzi, et al

Background
> Current NCCN guidelines recommend PERT use in PC pts with symptoms of exocrine pancreatic insufficiency (EPI). 

However, little evidence exists regarding clinical outcomes following PERT use in PC pts, especially those with nonresected 
disease. Authors presented initial results from PERT use in this pt group regarding disease control and symptom 
improvement

Results

Conclusion
> Further investigation of the detail involving PERT usage and clinical outcomes in nonresected PC is warranted from these 

data
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KEY TAKEAWAYS: PANCREATIC CANCER

Olaparib Maintenance 
> There are 2 views on the clinical relevance of the POLO trial data 

− One view does not place the trial as a maintenance study, but rather a switch study in first line. Although demonstrating the robustness of 
the study design and that the agent benefits a group of pts, the data show no difference in the median OS of olaparib vs placebo. 
Additionally, olaparib has toxicities that require dose reductions, and an oral agent in the US is more costly to pts than an intravenous 
drug. For all these reasons, there would be reluctance to use this drug in the overall population

− Conversely, the other view supports olaparib maintenance as SOC for a select group of pts who do not progress during first-line platinum-
based chemotherapy. The data show that 20–25% of pts are still on olaparib after 36 months, and this a very important clinical finding. 
Additionally, olaparib maintenance gives pts a break from a more toxic chemotherapy regimen

Immunotherapy
> MSI needs to be properly defined in low-MSI–prevalent tumors, such as pancreatic cancer
> The adenosine pathway may be interesting to further explore in combination with immunotherapy; however, it is a challenge 

to measure adenosine in pt biopsies, as it is a very labile biomarker
Neoadjuvant Setting
> Currently there are geographic (EU and US) and institutional differences regarding the use of FOLFIRINOX in the 

neoadjuvant setting
> Although FOLFIRINOX may be a preferred neoadjuvant regimen by medical oncologists, the opinions of surgeons may 

differ, and they will prefer adjuvant to neoadjuvant therapy
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